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                                - We offer free computer classes for everyone every Saturday at Devry University in Federal Way. Call us for more details at 253-944-1735.

				- Wednesday is 50% off computer repair day.  Bring your PC or laptop in and we work on it for half of our normal rate.

                                - You can see some video of our classes about A+ (video  1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7)  and a basic course(korean version). 
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		                                2NetSolution offers comprehensive information system consulting, application solutions, and implementation 
		                                services allowing businesses to effectively develop, distribute, and manage critical 
		                                information in today's competitive market place. 2NetSolution's Enterprise Solutions offers 
		                                integrated information system services designed to maximize the effectiveness of people, processes, and 
		                                organizations.
                                	

                                	
		                                2NetSolution has been solving complex, critical information management challenges by providing 
		                                information system integration services, enterprise software and support, and implementation solutions in both 
		                                UNIX and NT environments. 2NetSolution has provided information technology solutions for 
		                                many organizations, including automotive, financial, telecommunications, 
		                                manufacturing, engineering, health care, and real estate industries.
                                	

                                	
		                                Our extensive knowledge of information technology, computer products, and software, paired with 
		                                a robust and creative 
		                                problem solving approach, enable us to develop innovative and effective IT solutions that deliver 
		                                the results that you expect from your investment.
                                	

                                	
		                                Whether you're upgrading existing software, adding servers, workstations or 
		                                peripherals, or building an information system from the ground up, 
		                                2NetSolution can help you get the most power, speed, and 
		                                reliability from your new and existing information technology. 2NetSolution is recognized
		                                as an Authorized Reseller or Business Partner with many leading manufacturers,
		                                giving you the power of choice and the ability to perform. 
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                            	- Dear Customers and Students! We value your thoughts regarding our products and services. Please take a moment to fill out our survey!
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